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The gentle weather of June set the stage for some lovely graduation parties. These celebrations led naturally to
conversations about the plans of fresh high school, college, and advanced degree graduates. I love hearing about the academic

and career paths students envision. I am fascinated, in part, because I know how much is at stake.

The choice of a career can have a major influence on the course of a person’s life. A wise choice can foster emotional well-

being and personal growth. A poor choice can be dangerous, leading to significant dismay, unrealized potential, and the sense

of being trapped.

There are many psychological issues at play in choosing a career. Well-meaning family
members often exert interpersonal pressure. A concerned grandparent, for example, might

fixate on the importance of security, pushing the proverbial doctor or lawyer route. People

can struggle with issues of identity, worrying that their career choice will indicate their

personal worth.

Fear of the unknown can arise when you consider attending college in another state or

taking on a new subject. Something felt vaguely dangerous to me about taking a computer

programming class in college, despite plenty of familiarity with coding.

For some highly accomplished young people, there can be premature commitment to a path.
A 5-year-old saying that he wants to be a fireman is cute; when a 15-year-old insists that

she must be a cardiologist, I am concerned.

I would like to offer some psychologically oriented suggestions for choosing a career yourself

or advising people close to you.

Seek exposure to a variety of paths. Let’s start with the obvious. People won’t pursue

opportunities that they don’t know exist. Learn about the diverse ways people earn a living.

Be vigilant for every chance to hear about someone’s work and the experiences that shaped

them. The real goldmine appears by asking the right questions. What does it feel like to do
the job? Did they expect their career to bring them to this point? Imagine being successful

in the role and what it would be like for you.

Know yourself and your underlying needs and goals. Though they won’t necessarily

mention it, people are motivated by different things. Some people crave autonomy (and
resent authority) more than others do. Some have high social needs. Ultimately, they won’t

be happy if they are alone all day. Some people may be built for highly predictable

environments (and would hate the chaos of some workplaces), while others have a hunger

for status and leadership — even fame. The trick is to know the deck of your core needs as

best you can and the order in which they stack up.

Play to your strengths and natural tendencies. People will thrive if their work builds on what comes naturally to

them. You may be at your best in a highly competitive atmosphere. You might feel in the “zone” when you can be creative.
Ask for help identifying what traits most define you. Are you talkative, organized, or logical? Are you artistic or are you a

gifted fixer of things? Be skeptical of directions that rely on overcoming core weaknesses. If you don’t like conflict, you

probably shouldn’t be a litigator. If somewhere deep inside you know that children annoy you, don’t be a teacher. Though I

was on the wrestling team in high school, it felt like being mugged after school each day; it was not a great long-term hobby.

Consider what a career would feel like to do, not what it would feel like to say. You might like the ring of it

when you imagine yourself saying on a date, “Why yes, I am an investment banker,” or “Funny you should ask, brain

surgery is my specialty.” You might secretly crave the chance to say at a cocktail party, “Actually, I am literally a rocket

scientist.” Remember that ultimately it matters much more how it feels to do your job for many hours each week than how it

sounds in brief moments over a drink.

Find an enjoyable field to farm. There are jobs, there are careers, and then there are whole fields of study and

application. Think broadly before you fret too much about specific positions and salaries. You might find child development

fascinating, or perhaps computer programming, writing, or engine design. You might love boats and all things nautical, or

bats and all things zoological. Explore a field that intrigues you — farm it with patience and care. Connect with others who
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pursue it. Relax into the process of learning all you can about the terrain. Topics that organically speak to you can hold your

attention for years to come. By the way, graduate school can be great fun. The rewards of investigating a subject deeply can

far outweigh the financial strains of taking on loans or receiving low stipends.

In summary, try to enjoy the career exploration and development process. You are both finding yourself and creating

yourself. It is a complicated, nonlinear process. My graduation gift is to wish you an authentic career journey, filled with
twists and turns that surprise you but ultimately feel right — just right for who you really are.

Ben Johnson, Ph.D., ABPP is a clinical psychologist who practices, supervises, and teaches psychotherapy at RICBT,

Brown University, and URI. He loves helping people apply a broad range of psychological concepts and strategies to

reduce isolation and improve their moods, relationships, productivity, and lives.
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